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Abstract

to estimate the camera trajectory consistently. Using these
pose estimates, the individual frames are integrated into a
volumetric truncated signed distance function (TSDF) representation, from which a 3D mesh is extracted. For this
mesh we find a parametrization suitable for texture mapping. We significantly improve the quality of the generated texture maps through super-resolution (SR) fusion of
RGB-D frames and deblurring. Simple weighted median
filtering of projected color values onto the texture provides
high-quality appearance results.
In experiments, we compare our method to standard
pipelines that perform per-vertex coloring or texture mapping based on the original low-resolution frames. We
demonstrate superior results of our method with respect to
texture quality. We also evaluate the timing of our method
and find that it yields high-quality results in reasonable and
practical time for 3D scanning applications.

We propose a novel fast and robust method for obtaining
3D models with high-quality appearance using commodity RGB-D sensors. Our method uses a direct keyframebased SLAM frontend to consistently estimate the camera
motion during the scan. The aligned images are fused
into a volumetric truncated signed distance function representation, from which we extract a mesh. For obtaining
a high-quality appearance model, we additionally deblur
the low-resolution RGB-D frames using filtering techniques
and fuse them into super-resolution keyframes. The meshes
are textured from these sharp super-resolution keyframes
employing a texture mapping approach. In experiments, we
demonstrate that our method achieves superior quality in
appearance compared to other state-of-the-art approaches.

1.1. Related Work

1. Introduction

Since the recent advent of low-cost commodity RGB-D
sensors, there has been extensive research in the field of
dense 3D reconstruction from RGB-D data. While generating highly accurate 3D models from RGB-D data has been
investigated intensively, there seems to be a shortage of research in improving the visual appearance of such reconstructions.
To obtain geometrically accurate 3D reconstructions,
Newcombe et al. [16] fuse RGB-D frames into a TSDF Volume and perform camera tracking against this model. Sturm
et al. [21] developed a similar approach for reconstructing
3D printable models of persons, paired with direct TSDF
tracking [1]. Other RGB-D SLAM methods [5, 20, 13, 8]
are based on frame-to-(key)frame tracking with trajectory
optimization and data fusion into a single model volume.
Kerl et al. [9] developed a robust dense visual SLAM system that shows limited drift by combining dense robust
visual odometry estimation with pose graph optimization.
SLAM systems for reconstructing and mapping large-scale
environments have also been developed [17, 19].
The systems presented above can produce models of

The wide availability of consumer RGB-D sensors has
boosted research in 3D reconstruction in recent years.
State-of-the-art methods in 3D model reconstruction yield
impressively accurate geometric reconstruction in realtime [16, 24]. Such 3D reconstructions are well suitable
for 3D printing [21]. Fast and robust estimation of highquality visual appearance (i.e. texture) of the models has
been given less attention. This plays, however, an equally
important role for 3D modeling, for instance, of persons or
objects.
Modern texture mapping approaches can obtain goodquality results, but are typically slow and impractical for
instant 3D scanning applications. As scanning the 3D geometry with RGB-D sensors is possible in real-time, also
the texture mapping process should be fast. We propose a
method for fast and accurate reconstruction of geometry as
well as appearance. Figure 1 shows a textured 3D model
generated from low-resolution (LR) RGB-D input frames
with our approach. For geometric reconstruction, we use
a direct keyframe-based RGB-D SLAM method in order
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(a) RGB input images

(b) Vertex colors

(c) Texture mapping using super-resolution keyframes

Figure 1: We propose an efficient method for generating high-quality textures from low-resolution RGB-D frames. Our
approach significantly improves the visual quality of reconstructed 3D models while it is still fast enough for applicability in
real-world 3D scanning scenarios.
high metric precision, however the state-of-the-art for representing the visual appearance in such 3D reconstruction systems is still volumetric averaging of per-vertex colors, such that the color resolution is limited to mesh resolution. Mostly, these vertex colors are computed as a
weighted average of the observed colors for the respective
vertices [16, 23, 21]. To improve the appearance, weights
based on the normals computed from the depth image are
employed; to remove further artifacts, pixels close to depth
discontinuities are discarded.
However, to create photo-realistic 3D models of realworld objects, the challenging problem of generating and
mapping high-quality textures from multiple input color images has been investigated intensively in the field of computer graphics for decades. Without increasing the geometric complexity, textures (usually of higher resolution than
the mesh resolution) are mapped onto the mesh to enhance
the visual quality, with camera poses assumed to be given.
[15, 18] compute the texel colors using a weighted average
of the observations in the input color images. Instead of using the weighted average, Coorg and Teller [2] use a color
computation scheme based on weighted median to cope
with color outliers in the observations. Eisemann et al. [4]
correct for inaccuracies in camera poses and calibration using optical flow for mapping images to the texture map.
Lempitsky and Ivanov [11] and Gal et al. [6] select a single
input view per face and minimize seams, however the approaches suffer from high runtimes because of the computationally expensive combinatorial optimization. Variational
super-resolution methods, e.g. by Goldlücke et al. [7], produce compelling results, paired with impractical computation times of several hours in a controlled setup with only
a limited number of input views. Waechter et al. [22] texture large-scale scenes reconstructed with Structure-from-

Motion, however they rely on high-quality input images
and have long computation times with up to 80 minutes per
dataset.
The scenario of improving the visual appearance in
RGB-D based 3D reconstruction has not been tackled
extensively yet. Meilland and Comport [14] fuse lowresolution images into a single high-resolution keyframe by
applying a super-resolution technique. The fused keyframes
exhibit an impressive level of detail, but the approach does
not create a globally consistent 3D model. Recently, Zhou
and Koltun [25] have shown that the colors of 3D models
obtained from handheld RGB-D cameras can be improved
substantially; within several minutes, they alternatingly optimize camera poses and non-rigid correction to correct for
imprecise camera localization and for complex distortions
resulting from inaccurate geometric models. However, they
use vertex colors of an upsampled mesh, leading to an increasingly complex geometry with a still limited resolution
compared to texture maps.
To the best of our knowledge, we present the first method
for combining keyframe fusion with texture mapping in an
RGB-D based 3D reconstruction scenario. Our practical approach is efficient, with runtimes within a few minutes, and
suitable for generating high-quality texture maps from lowquality color images obtained from consumer RGB-D sensors.

1.2. Contributions
In summary, we propose a novel fast and robust 3D modeling approach that provides accurate geometry and highquality appearance. Our method uses direct keyframe-based
RGB-D SLAM to find a consistent global image alignment,
and extracts a high-quality mesh from a fused TSDF representation of the images.

• The mesh is parametrized in a texture map, which we
fill from fused super-resolution RGB-D keyframes.
• The super-resolution RGB-D keyframes are sharpened
using image deconvolution.
• Fast texture mapping is performed using the superresolution keyframes. High quality of the texture
is obtained through weighted median filtering of the
keyframe projections.

2. 3D Reconstruction System
In this section, we first describe the RGB-D sensor, the
acquired data and the used camera model. We then introduce our 3D reconstruction system based on DVO-SLAM
by Kerl et al. [9] and the data fusion into a TSDF volume as
used by Newcombe et al. [16].
RGB-D Data Acquisition A calibrated Asus Xtion Pro
Live RGB-D sensor provides us with RGB color and depth
images at 30 fps at a resolution of w × h (in this case,
640 × 480 pixels). To limit automatic color correction during data acquisition, we fix exposure and white balance. We
assume that depth and color images are registered. Since
both color and depth images are utilized for real-time camera tracking, we cannot use the SXGA (1280 × 1024) color
images provided at only 10 fps. We denote RGB images
with C : ΩC → R3 and depth images with Z : ΩZ → R.
Camera Model For the RGB-D sensor, we assume the
pinhole camera model with focal length fx , fy and optical
center cx , cy . The projection function π maps 3D points
p = (X, Y, Z)> to 2D pixels x = (x, y)> :


Y
X
fx + cx , fy + cy ,
(1)
x = π(p) =
Z
Z
while 2D pixel locations x are mapped back to 3D points
using their depth values Z(x) by the inverse projection π -1 :

>
x − cx y − cy
,
,1
Z(x). (2)
p = π -1 (x, Z(x)) =
fx
fy
3D Reconstruction Framework DVO-SLAM performs
dense camera tracking in real-time on the CPU and minimizes the photometric and geometric error between two
RGB-D input frames to compute the relative pose. The use
of color images significantly improves camera tracking and
limits the drift of the SLAM system. Similarly, we perform
an entropy-based loop closure detection and continuously
optimize the pose graph in order to obtain a globally consistent camera trajectory.
To reconstruct a dense 3D model in a post-processing
step, we fuse the N acquired RGB-D frames into a

TSDF volume using their estimated absolute camera
poses Ti = (R, t) ∈ SE(3) (with i ∈ 1 . . . N , t ∈ R3
and R ∈ SO(3)). We extract a 3D mesh M = (V, F)
with vertices V and faces F using the Marching Cubes algorithm. The camera poses exhibit only very limited drift
due to the global pose graph optimization and hence the resulting 3D model is geometrically accurate.

3. Keyframe Fusion
Given an accurate geometric 3D model, reconstructed
as described above, and the absolute camera poses for
the input frames, we first fuse Nw neighboring frames
into a common keyframe representation of higher resolution. We denote the color image of such a SR keyframe
as C ∗ : ΩC → R3 and the corresponding depth image as
Z ∗ : ΩZ → R. To store the depth fusion weights, we introduce a depth weight image W ∗ : ΩW → R. These SR
keyframes have the dimensions sw × sh, where s is a scale
factor that determines the amount of upsampling. We set the
pose T ∗ of the SR keyframe to the first pose of the Nw LR
frames to be fused. To integrate the LR images into the SR
images, we additionally need to define the scale-dependent
projection πs and inverse projection πs-1 , which use the upscaled intrinsic parameters sfx , sfy , scx , scy .
Depth Fusion We first fuse all Nw LR depth images into
the corresponding SR depth image. Therefore, we compute
the weights for the measured depth values, which is based
on a theoretical random error model [10], as follows:
wz (d) =

f b −2
d ,
σd

(3)

with the depth camera’s focal length f , baseline b and disparity error standard deviation σd . Next, we transform the
current depth image i into the keyframe’s camera coordinate
system using the relative transformation T ∗ -1 Ti between
them:
p∗ = (X ∗ , Y ∗ , Z ∗ )> = T ∗ -1 T π -1 (x, Z (x)). (4)
i

i

We then use the image point x∗ = πs (p∗ ) of the projection
into the keyframe depth image to update the fused depth
values and depth weights by weighted averaging:
Z ∗ (x∗ ) =

W ∗ (x∗ )Z ∗ (x∗ ) + wz (Zi (x))Z ∗
W ∗ (x∗ ) + wz (Zi (x))

W ∗ (x∗ ) = W ∗ (x∗ ) + wz (Zi (x))

(5)
(6)

We achieve sub-pixel precision by updating all four neighboring depth values when transforming and projecting a
depth value into the SR depth map. Occlusions are considered by fusing only the closest depth values within a given
distance. After integrating all Nw LR depth images, we obtain the fused depth image Z ∗ for the SR keyframe.

Color Fusion We use the fused depth image Z ∗ to project
the SR color image pixels into the LR color images. This
allows us to directly look up the observed color values ci
using bilinear interpolation:
ci = Ci (π(Ti -1 T ∗ πs-1 (x, Zi (x)))).

(7)

For every observation ci , we also compute its weight
wic = Bi wz (Zi (x)),

(8)

where Bi is a measure of blurriness of the color image Ci
according to Crete et al. [3], which downweighs views with
strong motion blur. Integrating the depth into the color
weights enforces that objects closer to the camera obtain
higher weights. We store the observed colors and weights
for pixel x in its set of color observations Ox = {(ci , wic )}.
In order to increase color fidelity, we prune observations
from Ox with missing depth values or that are within a window of 7 × 7 pixels around depth discontinuities. Instead of
calculating the weighted mean for averaging the color, we
calculate the weighted median, for each color channel separately:
X
wic kc − ci k.
(9)
C ∗ (x) = arg min
c

(ci ,wic )∈Ox

Since we usually have many observations per pixel, the use
of weighted median is valid, which results in an overall
sharper texture. The median selects the center probable
value in the distribution of colors, while the mean would
be heavily affected by outliers. Integrating weights into the
median allows for incorporating a confidence or a prioritization of the individual color samples.
Before fusing the LR color images into the SR keyframe,
we apply a Wiener filter on these LR color images as a preprocessing step. This removes motion blur and notably improves the sharpness of the visual appearance.
Note that we perform the keyframe fusion as a postprocessing step; however, it is reasonable to perform this
step online whenever a new keyframe is detected.

4. High-Quality Texture Mapping
In this section, we introduce our method for texture mapping from fused SR keyframes. First, we explain the computation of per-vertex colors based on a weighted median
filtering scheme, applicable also for recomputing the vertex colors. We afterwards present our texture mapping approach, in which we compute the texel colors using the
weighted median from SR keyframe color images.

4.1. Vertex Color Computation
In order to improve the colors of 3D meshes, a very common approach is to recompute the per-vertex colors of the

3D mesh vertices v ∈ V. We therefore need to determine
the views, in which a vertex is visible. To check if vertex
v ∈ R3 is visible in view i, we render the mesh M into a
virtual image using its pose Ti and the depth camera intrinsics. v is visible in the image, if its depth value is compatible with the depth in the depth buffer used for rendering. We
then get the observed color cvi using bilinear interpolation:
cvi = Ci (π(Ti -1 v)).

(10)

The observation weights wiv of vertex v in its input views
are computed as follows:
wiv =

cos(θ)Bi
,
d2

(11)

where Bi is again the blurriness measure of color image
Ci and d is the distance from v to the camera corresponding to Ci ; θ represents the angle between the vertex normal and the view vector at v for the camera. We store all
color observations for vertex v and their respective weights
in Ov = {(cvi , wiv )}, observations close to depth discontinuities are discarded.
We can now compute the final vertex color c∗v as the
weighted mean of the observations:
X
wiv kcv − cvi k2 .
(12)
c∗v = arg min
cv

v
(cv
i ,wi )∈Ov

Since we assume that each vertex has many observations,
we can also compute the final color c∗v (separately for each
color channel) using a weighted median filtering scheme:
X
c∗v = arg min
wiv kcv − cvi k.
(13)
cv

v
(cv
i ,wi )∈Ov

Given enough views that observe a vertex, this simple
method already improves the mesh colors and results in a
more detailed appearance, as demonstrated in Section 5.1.

4.2. Texture Mapping
Based on the introduced weighted median color computation scheme, we employ texture mapping to further improve the appearence of 3D models. In particular, we use
the fused SR keyframes of Section 3 for texture mapping,
leading to a significantly higher resolved visual appearance.
We denote a texture as T : ΩT → R3 , which stores a color
value at every texel t ∈ ΩT .
Texture Parametrization For working with texture
maps, a three-dimensional mesh needs to be projected onto
a planar two-dimensional texture T first. We beforehand
simplify the mesh geometry by decimating the number of
mesh triangles. This usually results in larger triangles that
can be textured more efficiently with larger patches, while

the geometry is still preserved well. While different planar parametrization methods exist, our approach is in general independent of the chosen parametrization, as long as
the mesh faces contain texture coordinates. In practice,
we mostly use Least Squares Conformal Maps by Levy et
al. [12], or a simple arrangement of the mesh triangles on
the texture within a rectangular grid.
Since there is a unique mapping from a texel to its containing face, we can determine the respective surrounding vertices for each texel. The barycentric mapping
ψ : ΩT → R3 performs a one-to-one mapping from 2D
texel coordinates to 3D world coordinates. Using barycentric interpolation, we can compute interpolated 3D vertices
vt corresponding to 2D texels t and vice versa:
vt = ψ(t).

# vertices (original)
# triangles (original)
# triangles (decimated)

phone

keyboard

512

1359

642

159583
319176
40000

82942
165888
40000

155842
311686
40000

Table 1: Details of the acquired real-world datasets and the
corresponding reconstructed 3D meshes.

(14)

Texel Color Computation To compute the texel color
for every texel t in the texture map, we employ only the
N ∗ SR keyframes (Cl∗ , Zl∗ ) with camera poses Tl∗ (with
l ∈ 1 . . . N ∗ ), generated as described in Section 3.
We collect the observations of the texel by first computing its 3D vertex position vt according to Equation
(14). We then determine the set of color observations
Ot = {(ctl , wlt )} for vt analogous to Equations (10) and
(11). From these observations, we compute the final texel
colors by again applying a weighted median color computation scheme:
X
wlt kct − ctl k.
(15)
T (t) = arg min
ct

# RGB-D frames

face

(ctl ,wlt )∈Ov

(a) Unweighted mean

(b) Weighted mean

(c) Weighted median

Figure 2: Improving the vertex colors of 3D models: (a) colors computed using the unweighted mean of the vertex can
be improved by (b) using the weighted mean. (c) Applying
the weighted median further improves the visual quality and
preserves a higher level of detail.

5. Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluated our approach on real-world
datasets. Three evaluation sequences face, phone and keyboard were acquired using a handheld Asus Xtion Pro Live,
details are given in Table 1. We captured RGB-D data at a
low resolution of 640 × 480 pixels at 30 fps, with fixed exposure and white-balance.
The following experimental results demonstrate that (1)
vertex recoloring using weighted median filtering improves
the colors of 3D models compared to weighted mean, (2)
fusing LR input frames into SR keyframes and using them
for texture mapping improves the visual quality substantially, and (3) the proposed method is efficient and practical
for real-world 3D scanning applications. All experiments
were performed on a standard desktop PC with Intel Core
i7-2600 CPU with 3.40GHz and 8GB RAM.

5.1. Vertex Recoloring using Weighted Median
First, we demonstrate that the visual appearance of 3D
models can already be improved by using a weighted median color integration scheme. Figure 2 shows that the

weighted mean in combination with discontinuity checks
already improves the vertex colors significantly compared
to unweighted mean. The weighted median increases the
sharpness and level of detail even further and leads to a
more realistic model. Still, the texture resolution is limited
by the number of vertices so far. Mesh subdivision increases
the number of vertices, but the increasing geometric mesh
complexity makes processing the mesh intractable.

5.2. Keyframe Fusion and Texture Mapping
After showing that a weighted median color computation
scheme has advantages compared to weighted mean, we investigate how texture mapping with weighted median filtering further improves the appearence of 3D models. In the
following, we show qualitative results of texture mapping
from fused SR keyframes in comparison with per-vertex
colors, which serves as currently most popular state-of-theart.
By fusing several LR color images into a SR keyframe,
we obtain high-quality frames from low-quality input data.

(a) LR input color image

(b) Fused SR color image

(c) LR input depth map (Phong shading)

(d) Fused SR depth map (Phong shading)

Figure 3: Fusing several LR input color images into a single SR keyframe allows to directly obtain high-quality color images.
Compared to the LR input color image (a), the fused SR color image (b) with a resolution of 2560 × 1920 (scale s = 4)
exhibits more details. Similarly, the LR input depth map (c) shows significantly more noise than the fused SR depth map (d).

Depending on the scale factor s, the SR images have a resolution of 1280 × 960 (s = 2) or 2560 × 1920 (s = 4).
Figure 3 illustrates that both color and depth of the resulting fused SR keyframes exhibit more details compared to
the LR input color images and depth maps.
An important aspect of the keyframe fusion is the deconvolution of the input images with a Wiener filter for deblurring. Figure 4 shows the results of generating a texture map
for a 3D model from SR keyframes with and without deconvolution. The texture computed from the deblurred SR
keyframes (Figure 4b) exhibits a sharper texture with substantially more details compared to Figure 4a. For deblurring, a Wiener filter is applied on the LR input images as a
pre-processing step before fusing them into the keyframes.
Next, we compare the reconstructed surface colors depending on the scale factor s for the SR keyframe dimensions. The textures shown in Figure 5 show that the level of
detail can be slightly improved by using a higher keyframe
resolution of 2560 × 1920 (s = 4) compared to a resolution
of 1280 × 960 (s = 2).

For comparison, Figure 6 finally shows the improvements of texture mapping with SR keyframes compared to
texture mapping with the LR input images only.
To demonstrate the practicability of our approach, we
have reconstructed 3D models of the face, phone and keyboard datasets. All textures have been computed by fusion
into SR keyframes of dimensions 2560 × 1920 and using
weighted median filtering for computing the texel colors.
As a pre-processing step, a Wiener filter has been applied
to the LR input RGB images. Figures 1, 7 and 8 show the
results. The texture mapped 3D models provide a photorealistic appearance and exhibit fine surface details that are
not visible in the models with per-vertex colors only.
In Figure 8c, the cable at the top of the keyboard is however not represented correctly in the texture. This may either be due to inaccuracies in the estimated camera trajectory or due to an inaccurate geometric model. To compensate for this, an approach similar to Zhou and Koltun [25]
must be developed, which optimizes the camera poses as
well as non-rigid image corrections.

face
s
Texture Mapping

(a) Without deconvolution

phone

keyboard

t [s]

fps

t [s]

fps

t [s]

fps

91.5

5.6

330.8

4.1

128.8

5.0

Keyframe Fusion
SR Texture Mapping

2
2

57.5
18.7

8.9
2.8

222.0
50.7

6.1
2.7

72.1
18.8

8.9
3.5

Keyframe Fusion
SR Texture Mapping

4
4

100.9
26.4

5.1
2.0

362.8
58.2

2.2
1.4

214.9
42.6

3.0
1.5

(b) With deconvolution

Figure 4: (a) The textures computed from SR keyframes
are substantially improved by (b) applying deconvolution
(e.g. using a Wiener filter) to the input images before the
keyframe fusion.

Table 2: Runtimes (in seconds) for texture mapping without
SR keyframe fusion and texture mapping with SR keyframe
fusion.

6. Conclusion

(a) Keyframes of dimensions
1280 × 960

(b) Keyframes of dimensions
2560 × 1920

Figure 5: (a) The textures generated from keyframes of
dimensions 1280 × 960 show slightly fewer details than
(b) the ones generated from keyframes of dimensions
2560 × 1920.

(a) With LR input frames

(b) With SR keyframes

Figure 6: (a) Texture mapping with LR input frames only
yields inferior results compared to (b) texture mapping with
SR keyframe fusion.

We presented a novel efficient method for high-quality
texture mapping in RGB-D-based 3D reconstruction approaches. Our method fuses low-quality color images from
commodity depth sensors into super-resolution keyframes.
These high-quality keyframes in turn are then mapped into a
global texture for the 3D model, resulting in a significantly
improved texture quality compared to simple volumetric
blending. We deblur input images and use the weighted
median for computing the texel colors from observations,
which preserves a high level of detail. Using the weighted
median already provides better results for vertex coloring
compared to the weighted mean. The weights in our method
consider criteria such as view-angle, motion blur, and distance to the surface.
We have shown in experimental results that our method
produces high-quality textures that substantially increase
the photo-realism of the reconstructed 3D models. At the
same time, our method is a very efficient and practical postprocessing step with runtimes within a few minutes, making
it useful for real-world 3D scanning application scenarios.
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real-time on a GPU [14].
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